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Summary of the work

Rare Earth (RE)-Transition Metal (TM) alloys and bilayers with antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling between the RE and TM
have recently attracted large attention due to their potential interest for very fast domain wall (DW) motion, opening
new possibilities for applications [1,2]. We investigated the magnetic singularities (walls, Bloch points, merons…)
occurring at the interfaces in ferri/ferro/ferri magnetic trilayers based on GdxCo1-x/NdCo/GdyCo1-y combinations. By
appropriate tuning of the composition [1], the upper GdxCo1-x layer will couple AF with the central NdCo layer (that has
weak perpendicular anisotropy) whereas the bottom GdyCo1-y will exhibit ferromagnetic coupling. Magnetic transmission
X-ray microscopy (MTXM) [3] at the Mistral beamline of the ALBA synchrotron allowed us to characterize these
complex magnetic structures: different shades of grey in the dichroic contrast indicate the presence of circulating
domains across the thickness and enhanced contrast at the boundaries between domains suggest the presence of
localized magnetic singularities. Moreover, we performed vector tomography using our method described in [4] to obtain
the full 3D magnetic configuration.
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NdCo5 and GdxCo1-x films of different thickness and composition and a 40 nm
Gd24Co76/80 nm NdCo5/40 nm Gd12Co88 have been prepared by sputtering on
Si substrates and 50 nm thick Si-N membranes.
NdCo is a ferromagnetic alloy with weak perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
(PMA). Gd-Co are amorphous ferrimagnetic alloys in which depending on Gd-Co
relative content the total magnetization vector of the ferrimagnetic alloys
can be aligned either with Gd or Co ions at room temperature (see MOTKE
hysteresis loops sensitive to Co ions orientation in Fig. 2). Then, competing Co-
Co, Gd-Co and Nd-Co exchange interactions at the Gd24Co76/NdCo5 interface
can create domain walls across the thickness as sketched by yellow thick line
in Fig. 1.

GdCo/Nd-Co/GdCo’ ferrimagnetic trilayers with PMA

Fig. 1 Sketch of
GdCo/NdCo/GdCo’
trilayer

Fig. 2 MOTKE hysteresis loops of simple 50 nm GdCo layers at room temperature.
Note the opposite signs of saturation signal (sensitive to Co ions at visible
wavelengths) depending on the relative orientation of Co moment with the film total
magnetization

Fig. 3 MFM images of 40 GdCo/80 NdCo/40 GdCo’ trilayer showing stripe patterns
typical of PMA materials. Right: as grown, Left: demagnetized out of plane.
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Fig. 4 Magnetic transmission X-ray microscopy (MTXM) images are obtained from
the combination of images at Gd M4 and Gd M5 absorption edges. The substraction of
the logarithm of transmission images properly scaled allows us to eliminate the charge
contribution and separate the information regarding the magnetic contrast related
with Gd ions configuration. Scale bar 1 mm
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Fig. 5 (left) Sketch of sample configuration showing the magnetization components
probed depending on rotation angles q and j (right) Two tilt series of MTXM with a
90º in plane rotation are needed to probe the full (mx,my,mz) magnetization vector.
Scale bar is 1 mm

500 nm

Fig. 6 Map of mz component obtained from tomographic
reconstruction of MTXM images. Top/bottom panels show
mz up/down domains in the (x,y) plane at different
sample depths. Middle panels show cross sections across
blue/yellow dashed lines revealing a magnetic singularity
across the multilayer thickness. Arrows indicate average
mz sense in each domain. Vertical lines indicate nominal
sample thickness 160 nm.
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Fig. 7 Vector representation of 3D magnetization map
obtained from the tomographic reconstruction of MTXM data


